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Nowadays, Human beings are living in an era in which human rights have 
acquired universal regards. It is much lonely for negative freedoms to exist 
exclusively in the family of human rights; therefore, positive human rights are 
more and more accepted in both theory and practice in order to promote the 
evolution and perfection of human existence, episteme and dignity. However, 
positive human rights have not obtained a status equal to the traditional negative 
freedoms up to now. Actually, positive human rights as fundamental human rights 
are still denied by some researchers, and are still faced with many obstacles in the 
process of seeking their judicial remedies under the domestic legal systems of a 
majority of states. But it is juscticiability that fatefully decides whether positive 
human rights are true legal rights. The non-justiciability of positive human rights is 
being broken through on a more and more extensive degree and latitude in most of 
the modern states, by which a more intimate relationship between positive human 
rights and judicial remedies is being established, and through which positive 
human rights make legal sense. From the perspective of normative analysis, 
positive human rights correspond to the duty of legislator to respect and fulfill, to 
the duty of executive to respect, protect and fulfill, and to the duty of judiciary to 
protect under domestic legal systems. Justiciability being the duty of judiciary to 
protect in itself, has been implemented in certain multifarious degree and extent, 
but encountered the greatest difficulties in the fields related to both the legislator 
and the duty to fulfill. 
The study on the juscticiability of positive human rights in this thesis includes 
four parts. In chapter one, the author reviews the concept, origin and the historical 
development of the legal rules of positive human rights, and investigates the 
normative correspondence between human rights and governmental duties in a 
normative-analyzing method. In chapter two, the author analyzes the relationship 














which reviews the juscticiability of positive human rights in the perspective of 
multifarious correspondences between human rights and governmental duties. In 
chapter three, the author discusses the legal practice of judicial protection of 
positive human rights in abroad, and makes theoretical conclusions. In the last 
chapter, the author reviews the status quo of judicial protection of positive human 
rights in this country in the comparison to the theoretical and practical progresses 
made abroad, and sets forth several measures of innovation to the judicial 
protection mechanism in this country. 
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